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We calibrate an effective-one-body (EOB) model to numerical-relativity simulations of mass ratios 1, 2,

3, 4, and 6, by maximizing phase and amplitude agreement of the leading (2, 2) mode and of the

subleading modes (2, 1), (3, 3), (4, 4) and (5, 5). Aligning the calibrated EOB waveforms and the

numerical waveforms at low frequency, the phase difference of the (2, 2) mode between model and

numerical simulation remains below�0:1 rad throughout the evolution for all mass ratios considered. The

fractional amplitude difference at peak amplitude of the (2, 2) mode is 2% and grows to 12% during the

ringdown. Using the Advanced LIGO noise curve we study the effectualness and measurement accuracy

of the EOB model, and stress the relevance of modeling the higher-order modes for parameter estimation.

We find that the effectualness, measured by the mismatch between the EOB and numerical-relativity

polarizations which include only the (2, 2) mode, is smaller than 0.2% for binaries with total mass

20–200M� and mass ratios 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. When numerical-relativity polarizations contain the strongest

seven modes, and stellar-mass black holes with masses less than 50M� are considered, the mismatch for

mass ratio 6 (1) can be as high as 7% (0.2%) when only the EOB (2, 2) mode is included, and an upper

bound of the mismatch is 0.5% (0.07%) when all the four subleading EOB modes calibrated in this paper

are taken into account. For binaries with intermediate-mass black holes with masses greater than 50M�
the mismatches are larger. We also determine for which signal-to-noise ratios the EOB model developed

here can be used to measure binary parameters with systematic biases smaller than statistical errors due to

detector noise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Binary systems composed of black holes and/or neutron
stars, spiraling in toward each other and losing energy
through the emission of gravitational waves, are among
the most promising detectable sources of gravitational
waves with the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave
Observatory (LIGO) [1], Virgo [2], GEO [3], the Large
Cryogenic Gravitational Telescope (LCGT) [4], and future
space-based detectors. The detectors’ noise level and the
weakness of the waves prevent observing the waveforms
directly. For this reason the search for gravitational waves
from binary systems and the extraction of parameters, such
as the masses and spins, are based on the matched-filtering
technique, which requires accurate knowledge of the wave-
form of the incoming signal.

The post-Newtonian (PN) expansion is the most power-
ful approximation scheme in analytical relativity capable
of describing the two-body dynamics and gravitational-
wave emission of inspiraling compact binary systems
[5–8]. The PN approach expands the Einstein equations
in the ratio of the characteristic velocity of the binary v to
the speed of light or the characteristic size of the compact

body to the relative distance between the two bodies.
However, as the bodies approach each other towards
merger, we expect the PN expansion to lose accuracy
because the velocity of the bodies approaches the speed
of light, and the relative distance becomes comparable to
the size of the compact body. The difficulty in analytically
solving the Einstein equations in the merger regime lies
mainly in its nonlinear structure. Solving the Einstein
equations numerically overcomes this problem.
Prior to the numerical-relativity breakthroughs [9–11],

a new and unique method was proposed in analytical
relativity to describe the dynamics and gravitational-
wave emission of binary black holes during inspiral,
merger and ringdown: the effective-one-body (EOB) ap-
proach [12–16]. This approach uses the very accurate
results of PN theory. However, it does not use those results
in their original Taylor-expanded form (i.e., as polyno-
mials in v=c), but instead in some appropriate resummed
form. In particular, the effective-one-body approach
[12,14,15,17,18] maps the dynamics of two compact ob-
jects of masses m1 and m2, and spins S1 and S2, into
the dynamics of one test particle of mass � ¼ m1m2=
ðm1 þm2Þ and spin S� moving in a deformed Kerr metric
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with mass M ¼ m1 þm2 and spin SKerr. The deformation
parameter is the symmetric mass ratio m1m2=ðm1 þm2Þ2
which ranges between 0 (test-particle limit) and 1=4
(equal-mass limit). The other crucial aspect of the EOB
approach is the way it builds the full waveform, including
merger and ringdown. The EOB approach assumes that the
merger is very short in time, although broad in frequency,
and builds the merger-ringdown signal by attaching to the
plunge signal a superposition of quasinormal modes. This
match happens at the EOB light ring (or photon orbit)
where the peak of the potential barrier around the merged
black hole sits.

The analyses and theoretical progress made in
Refs. [18–32] have demonstrated that it is possible to de-
vise and calibrate analytical EOB waveforms for use in
detection searches. This is crucial, since thousands of
waveform templates need to be computed to extract the
signal from the noise, an impossible demand for numerical
relativity alone. For example, the EOB waveforms cali-
brated to numerical-relativity waveforms in Ref. [20] have
been used in LIGO and Virgo to search for the first time for
high-mass merging black holes [33].

This paper is a step forward in building more faith-
ful EOB waveforms to be used for detection and param-
eter estimation. We calibrate the EOB model to accurate
numerical-relativity simulations of mass ratios 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 6, so that the phase and amplitude agreement of the
leading (2, 2) mode and also the subleading modes (2, 1),
(3, 3), (4, 4) and (5, 5) are minimized throughout inspiral,
merger and ringdown. The numerical simulations are pro-
duced by the pseudospectral code SPEC of the Caltech-
Cornell-CITA collaboration [34–40] (see particularly
Ref. [41] for details). The waveforms are extracted as
Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli data [42], and extrapolated to infi-
nite extraction radius [43]. Since the numerical-relativity
modes satisfy the relation h‘m ¼ ð�1Þ‘h�‘�m with high

accuracy, where � denotes complex conjugate, we assume
its validity also for the analytical modes. As a conse-
quence, any statement in the paper concerning an (‘, m)
mode automatically holds for its complex conjugate
(‘, �m) mode. We find that the (3, 2) mode has a distinct
feature that currently cannot be accounted for with the
EOB model used in this paper. Moreover, we find that
the (6, 6) mode (and very likely other modes with
m ¼ ‘) can be calibrated in the same way as the (4, 4)
and (5, 5) modes. However, we do not consider the (6, 6)
mode since, for the range of mass ratios considered here,
its amplitude is much lower than the other subleading-
mode amplitude, and therefore contributes little to the
full polarization waveforms.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
the EOB dynamics, the waveforms and its adjustable pa-
rameters. In Sec. III we discuss the numerical-relativity
simulations produced by the pseudospectral code SPEC [41]
and estimate the phase and amplitude errors. Then, we

calibrate EOB to numerical-relativity modes and dis-
cuss its effectualness and measurement accuracy when
searching for gravitational waves with Advanced LIGO
detectors. In Sec. V we compare our EOB model and its
performance in matching numerical-relativity results to
previous work. We summarize our main conclusions in
Sec. VI. In Appendix A we discuss some interesting fea-
tures of the (3, 2) mode. In Appendix B we list several
quantities which enter the EOB waveforms and energy
flux.

II. EFFECTIVE-ONE-BODY MODEL

In Secs. II A, II B, and II C (see also Appendix B)
we shall discuss in detail all the building blocks of the
EOB dynamics and waveforms, and its adjustable parame-
ters. The EOB model used in this paper is presented in
a self-contained way to allow readers to reproduce it if
desired. We note that many important features of the
EOB model have been developed in several papers
[12–14,19,20,22,23,27–32,44,45]].
If the EOB model were compared to the numerical-

relativity simulations used in this paper without any cali-
bration, i.e., at the PN order currently known, 3PN in the
conservative dynamics and 3. 5PN in the radiation-reaction
sector, we would find at merger a phase difference for
the (2, 2) mode of up to 3.6 rad over the mass-ratio range
q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. Moreover, the EOB amplitude would peak
around 30M before the numerical-relativity peak, with a
fractional amplitude difference at the peak of �8%. A
straightforward way of reducing the differences is to insert
in the dynamics and radiation-reaction force higher-order
(pseudo) PN terms (or EOB adjustable parameters) and
calibrate them to the numerical results. The advantage of
the EOB approach is that the dynamics and radiation-
reaction force (and modes) are written in a way which
isolates the crucial functions that determine the evolution.
As we shall see below, these functions are the EOB radial
potential AðrÞ, or time-time component of the EOB metric,
and some phase and amplitude functions appearing in the
EOB (factorized) gravitational modes.

A. Effective-one-body dynamics

We setM¼m1þm2,�¼m1m2=M¼�M, q ¼ m1=m2,
and use natural units G ¼ c ¼ 1. The EOB effective met-
ric reads [13]

ds2eff ¼ �AðrÞdt2 þDðrÞ
AðrÞ dr

2 þ r2ðd�2 þ sin2�d�2Þ;
(1)

where we use dimensionless polar coordinates (r, �) and
their conjugate momenta (pr, p�). Replacing the radial
momentum pr with pr� which is the conjugate momentum

to the EOB tortoise radial coordinate r�,
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dr�
dr

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DðrÞp
AðrÞ ; (2)

we obtain the EOB effective Hamiltonian [13,14,46]

Heffðr;pr� ;p�Þ��Ĥrealðr;pr� ;p�Þ

¼�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2
r� þAðrÞ

�
1þp2

�

r2
þ2ð4�3�Þ�p

4
r�
r2

�
;

s

(3)

where we have neglected the factor DðrÞ2=AðrÞ4 in front of
the term p4

r� which would introduce PN terms higher than

3PN order, but more importantly would cause the EOB
gravitational frequency to grow too quickly near merger.

The real EOB Hamiltonian reads [13]

Hrealðr; pr� ; p�Þ � �Ĥrealðr; pr� ; p�Þ

¼ M

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 2�

�
Heff ��

�

�s
�M: (4)

The Taylor approximants to the coefficients AðrÞ and DðrÞ
can be written as [13,14]

AkðrÞ ¼
Xkþ1

i¼0

aið�Þ
ri

; DkðrÞ ¼
Xk
i¼0

dið�Þ
ri

: (5)

The functions AðrÞ,DðrÞ, AkðrÞ andDkðrÞ all depend on the
symmetric mass ratio � through the �-dependent coeffi-
cients aið�Þ and dið�Þ [see Eqs. (47) and (48) in Ref. [22]].
The functions AkðrÞ andDkðrÞ are currently known through
3PN order, i.e., k ¼ 3. During the last stages of inspiral and
plunge, the EOB dynamics can be adjusted closer to the
numerical simulations by including in the radial potential
AðrÞ a few adjustable parameters of the EOB dynamics.
Notably, the 4PN coefficient a5ð�Þ [20,22,23,27–29,44]
and even the 5PN coefficient a6ð�Þ [31].1

To enforce the presence of the EOB innermost stable
circular orbit (ISCO), Ref. [14] suggested using the Padé
expansion of the function AðrÞ. For AðrÞ we employ the

Padé expression A1
5ðrÞ at 5PN order, while for DðrÞ we use

the Padé expression D0
3ðrÞ at 3PN order. We could also

introduce EOB adjustable parameters at 4PN and 5PN
order in DðrÞ, say d4ð�Þ and d5ð�Þ. However, this modifi-
cation would affect mainly the radial motion [see Eq. (10a)
below] which becomes important only at the very end of
the evolution. For the EOB model developed in this paper
we find that these other adjustable parameters are not
needed. The quantity D0

3ðrÞ reads

D0
3ðrÞ ¼

r3

ð52�� 6�2Þ þ 6�rþ r3
; (6)

while A1
5ðrÞ reads

A1
5ðrÞ ¼

NumðA1
5Þ

DenðA1
5Þ

; (7)

with

NumðA1
5Þ ¼ r4½�64þ 12a4 þ 4a5 þ a6 þ 64�� 4�2�

þ r5½32� 4a4 � a5 � 24��; (8)

and

DenðA1
5Þ ¼ 4a24þ4a4a5þa25�a4a6þ16a6þð32a4þ16a5�8a6Þ�þ4a4�

2þ32�3

þ r½4a24þa4a5þ16a5þ8a6þð32a4�2a6Þ�þ32�2þ8�3�þ r2½16a4þ8a5þ4a6þð8a4þ2a5Þ�þ32�2�
þ r3½8a4þ4a5þ2a6þ32��8�2�þ r4½4a4þ 2a5þa6þ16��4�2�þ r5½32�4a4�a5�24��; (9)

where a4 ¼ ½94=3� ð41=32Þ�2�� and to ease the notation we have omitted the � dependence of a5 and a6 in the
expressions above. The quantities a5 and a6 are the adjustable parameters of the EOB dynamics [23] (see Table I). They
will be determined below when calibrating the EOB to numerical-relativity waveforms. Their explicit expressions are
given in Eq. (36).

The EOB Hamilton equations are written in terms of the reduced, i.e., dimensionless quantities Ĥreal [defined in
Eq. (4)] [12]. They read2

TABLE I. Summary of adjustable parameters of the EOB
model considered in this paper. We notice that to calibrate the
EOB (2, 2) mode, we only need a5, a6 and �t22match. To calibrate

each subleading mode (2, 1), (3, 3), (4, 4), and (5, 5), we need
four adjustable parameters. The values of the adjustable param-
eters used in this paper are given in Eqs. (36) to (39) and (41).

EOB dynamics

adjustable parameters

EOB waveform

adjustable parameters

a5, a6 �t‘mmatch

�ðpÞ
‘m

�ðqÞ
‘m

!
pQNM
‘m

1The radial potential AðrÞ may contain logarithmic terms at 4PN and 5PN orders [47,48] which we do not try to model here.
2We notice that the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (10c) is generated when taking the nonspinning limit of the spinning

EOB model of Ref. [16]
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dr

dt̂
¼ A1

5ðrÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0

3ðrÞ
q @Ĥreal

@pr�
ðr; pr� ; p�Þ; (10a)

d�

dt̂
¼ @Ĥreal

@p�

ðr; pr� ; p�Þ; (10b)

dpr�
dt̂

¼ � A1
5ðrÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0

3ðrÞ
q @Ĥreal

@r
ðr; pr� ; p�Þ þ nKF̂�

pr�
p�

; (10c)

dp�

dt̂
¼ nKF̂�; (10d)

with the definition �̂ � d�=dt̂ � M�. The initial con-
ditions for the EOB Hamilton equations will be discussed
in Sec. II D. Furthermore, for the � component of
the radiation-reaction force we use a non-Keplerian
radiation-reaction force3

nKF̂� ¼ � 1

�v3
�

dE

dt
; (11)

where v� � �̂1=3, and dE=dt is the gravitational-wave
energy flux for quasicircular orbits obtained by summing
over the gravitational-wave modes (l, m). We use

dE

dt
¼ v6

�

8�

X7
‘¼2

X‘
m¼‘�2

m2

��������R
M

h‘m

��������2

: (12)

Note that because jh‘;mj ¼ jh‘;�mj, we extend the sum over
positive m modes only. Moreover, for the cases studied in
this paper, including more modes in the summation has a
negligible effect on the energy flux. Specifically, if we sum
‘ through ‘ ¼ 8 and sum m ¼ 0; . . . ; ‘, the gravitational-
wave phase of the EOB (2, 2) mode changes by less than
0.01 rad at merger, which is negligible compared to the
phase error of numerical-relativity modes. We find that the
dominant computational cost in generating the EOB wave-
forms is the calculation of the energy flux. The choice of
modes (‘, m in Eq. (12) saves us about a third of the
computational time when compared to the case where
the sum extends up to ‘ ¼ 8, and runs over m ¼ 0; . . . ; ‘.
The explicit expression of the modes h‘m is given below, in
Secs. II B and II C.

B. EOB waveform: inspiral and plunge

Having described the inspiral and plunge dynamics, we
now turn to the gravitational-wave modes h‘m. The latter
can be employed to compute consistently the inspiral
dynamics through the radiation-reaction force [31] [see
Eq. (12)]. The inspiral and plunge EOBmodes are given by

h
insp�plunge
‘m ¼ hF‘mN‘m; (13)

where the N‘m describe effects that go beyond the
quasicircular assumption and will be defined below [see
Eq. (22)], and the hF‘m are the factorized resummed modes.

In the nonspinning case, Refs. [23,31] have shown that the
resummed, factorized modes proposed in Ref. [30] are in
excellent agreement with the numerical waveforms
[29,34]. We have [30],

hF‘m ¼ hðN;�Þ
‘m Ŝð�ÞeffT‘me

i�‘mð�‘mÞ‘; (14)

where � denotes the parity of the multipolar waveform.

� ¼
(
0; ‘þm is even

1; ‘þm is odd
: (15)

The leading term in Eq. (14), hðN;�Þ
‘m , is the Newtonian

contribution

hðN;�Þ
‘m ¼ M�

R
nð�Þ‘mc‘þ�ð�ÞV‘

�Y
‘��;�m

�
�

2
;�

�
; (16)

where R is the distance from the source; the Y‘mð�;�Þ
are the scalar spherical harmonics; the functions nð�Þ‘m and

c‘þ�ð�Þ are explicitly given in Appendix B [see Eqs. (B7)
and (B8)]. Moreover, for reasons that will be explained in
Sec. III E, we choose

V‘
� ¼ vð‘þ�Þ

� ð‘;mÞ � ð2; 1Þ; ð4; 4Þ; (17a)

V‘
� ¼ 1

r�
vð‘þ��2Þ
� ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð2; 1Þ; ð4; 4Þ; (17b)

with v� and r� defined by [22]

v� � �̂r� � �̂r½c ðr; p�Þ�1=3 (18)

and

c ðr; p�Þ ¼
2

�
1þ 2�

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A1
5ðrÞð1þ p2

�=r
2Þ

q
� 1

��
r2dA1

5ðrÞ=dr
: (19)

The quantity p� in the above equation is the dynamical p�

being used in the evolution, contrary to the choice made in
Ref. [22] where p� was chosen to satisfy the circular-orbit

condition. The function Ŝð�Þeff in Eq. (14) is an effective

source term that in the circular-motion limit contains a
pole at the EOB light ring. It is given in terms of the EOB
dynamics as

Ŝð�Þeffðr; pr� ; p�Þ ¼
(
Ĥeffðr; pr� ; p�Þ; � ¼ 0;

L̂eff ¼ p�v�; � ¼ 1;
(20)

where Ĥeffðr; pr� ; p�Þ can be read from Eq. (3). The factor

T‘m in Eq. (14) resums the leading-order logarithms of tail
effects, it reads

3Note that Eq. (11) is only implicitly non-Keplerian, in con-
trast to similar expressions in other papers which explicitly
introduce non-Keplerian terms. In this case, the non-Keplerian
behavior is hidden in the wave amplitudes h‘m, as described in
the following section.
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T‘m ¼ �ð‘þ 1� 2imHreal�Þ
�ð‘þ 1Þ exp½�m�Hreal�

� exp½2im�Hreal logð2m�r0Þ�; (21)

where r0 ¼ 2 expð�1=2ÞM [26] andHreal can be read from
Eq. (4).

The factor ei�‘m in Eq. (14) is a phase correction due to
subleading-order logarithms, while the factor ð�‘mÞ‘ in
Eq. (14) collects the remaining PN terms. The full expres-
sions for �‘m and �‘m are given in Appendix B. To improve
the agreement with the numerical-relativity higher modes,
we introduce and calibrate in �‘m and �‘m a few higher-
order, yet unknown, PN terms (see also Refs. [49,50]).
Details of this are given below [see Eqs. (38) and (39)],
so here we merely remark that in the spirit of Ref. [23],
those coefficients should be considered adjustable param-
eters of the EOB waveform (see Table I). The introduction
of these higher-order PN terms in the modes � ð2; 2Þ is
not surprising, because these modes are known at lower PN
order than the (2, 2) mode. We note that the adjustable
parameters in �‘m and �‘m will be used only to improve the
agreement between the EOB and numerical-relativity
modes. They will not be included in the energy flux enter-
ing the dynamics through Eq. (12).

Finally, the function N‘m entering Eq. (13) reads

N‘m ¼
�
1þ p2

r�

ðr�̂Þ2
�
ah‘m1 þ ah‘m2

r
þ ah‘m3

r3=2

��

� exp

�
i

�
bh‘m1

pr�

r�̂
þ bh‘m2

p3
r�

r�̂

��
; (22)

where the quantities ah‘mi and bh‘mi are the non-quasicircular
(NQC) orbit coefficients [23,25,27–29,32,45].

To better understand how we fix the parameters ah‘mi

and bh‘mi , we plot in Fig. 1 the amplitudes of the
dominant numerical h‘m. As already observed in
Refs. [20,32,51–53], the peaks of the modes occur at
different times. In Fig. 1 we have indicated these times
relative to the peak of h22. Our goal is to model the EOB

modes, through the parameters ah‘mi and bh‘mi , in such a
way to (i) reproduce the shape of the numerical-relativity
amplitudes close to the peak, and (ii) preserve the time
differences between the modes.

So, for each mode, we fix the three parameters ah‘mi in

the amplitude and the two coefficients bh‘mi in the phase by
requiring that the peaks of the numerical and EOB h‘m,
as well as their frequencies at the peaks, coincide.4

Specifically, we impose five conditions listed below for
each mode.
(1) The time at which the EOB h22 reaches its peak

should coincide with the time at which the EOB
orbital frequency� reaches its peak. We denote this
time with t�peak. It was observed [23,26,31] that, once

the EOB and numerical phases are aligned at low
frequency and calibrated, the time at which the
numerical h22 reaches its peak coincides with the
EOB light-ring time. Moreover, the latter occurs
immediately (< 1M in time) after the peak of �.
The peaks of higher-order numerical modes differ
from the peak of the numerical h22 mode by a fewM
in time. We define this time difference as

�t‘mpeak ¼ t‘mpeak � t22peak ¼ tdjhNR
‘m

j=dt¼0 � tdjhNR
22

j=dt¼0;

(23)

-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0 50

(t - t
max

) / M

0.001

0.01

0.1

|h
lm

|

q=1

(2,2)

(4,4) 4.9M

(3,2) 11.4M

(6,6) 7.1M

-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0 50

(t - t
max

) / M

0.001

0.01

0.1

|h
lm

|

q=6
(2,2)

(3,3) 3.9M

(2,1) 7.8M

(4,4) 3.4M

(3,2) 3.5M

(5,5) 4.6M
(6,6) 4.3M

FIG. 1 (color online). Amplitude of extrapolated numerical-
relativity waveforms for the dominant modes. The two panels
from top to bottom are for mass ratios q ¼ 1 and q ¼ 6,
respectively. Each curve is labeled with its respective (l, m)
mode, and the time-delay �t‘mpeak between the extrema of jh22j
and jhlmj. The horizontal axis measures the time-difference to
the peak of jh22j.

4During the course of this work we noticed that Ref. [32] had
independently developed the same procedure of us in fixing the
NQC phase coefficients using !NR

‘m and _!NR
‘m . However, Ref. [32]

computes those numerical quantities at the light-ring position
3M instead of the peak of the (‘, m) modes as we do.
Reference [32] focused on the EOB modeling in the extreme
mass-ratio limit.
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and require that the peaks of the EOB h‘m occur at
the time t�peak þ�t‘mpeak.

(2) The peak of the EOB h‘m should have the same
amplitude as the peak of the numerical h‘m, that is,

jhEOB‘m ðt�peak þ�t‘mpeakÞj ¼ jhNR‘m ðt‘mpeakÞj: (24)

(3) The peak of the EOB h‘m should have the same
second time derivative as the peak of the numerical
h‘m, that is,

d2jhEOB‘m j
dt2

��������t�
peak

þ�t‘m
peak

¼ d2jhNR‘m j
dt2

��������t‘m
peak

: (25)

This condition guarantees that the local extremum
of jhEOB‘m j at t ¼ t�peak þ �t‘mpeak is a local maximum.

(4) The frequency of the numerical and EOB h‘m wave-
forms should coincide at their peaks, that is,

!EOB
‘m ðt�peak þ �t‘mpeakÞ ¼ !NR

‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ (26)

(5) The time derivative of the frequency of the numeri-
cal and EOB h‘m waveforms should coincide at their
peaks, that is,

_! EOB
‘m ðt�peak þ �t‘mpeakÞ ¼ _!NR

‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ (27)

In Sec. III A we shall find that the functions �t‘mpeak,

jhNR‘m ðt‘mpeakÞj, d2jhNR‘m j=dt2jt‘mpeak , !NR
‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ, and _!NR

‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ
are reasonably approximated by smooth functions of �
(see Table II).

The NQC coefficients ah‘mi are calculated within the
EOB model using the fitting formulas in Table II. The
calculation involves a computationally expensive iterative

procedure. Basically, in each round of the iteration, ah‘mi

and bh‘mi are calculated to satisfy the five conditions listed

above. The amplitude corrections ah‘mi then enter the dy-
namics through the energy flux given in Eq. (12). The new

EOB dynamics generate new modes and, thus, new ah‘mi .

We stop the iteration when ah‘mi converge on successive
runs. In this paper, for technical convenience, we include

only ah22i ð�Þ in the energy flux (12) and ignore the effect of
higher-order-mode NQC corrections on the inspiral dy-
namics. However, we do include the higher-order-mode
NQC corrections when building the EOB waveforms and
compare them to the numerical-relativity ones. Neglecting
higher-order-mode NQC corrections in the energy flux (12)
is insignificant for three reasons: The higher-order-mode
contribution to the energy flux is about an order of magni-
tude smaller than that of the dominant (2, 2) mode; the
NQC corrections in the amplitude are a relatively small
correction, typically �10% at merger; and the NQC
correction is most important close to merger where the
radiation reaction has little effect on the plunging
dynamics.

The iterative procedure explained above usually takes
four to five iterations to converge, increasing the computa-
tional cost to generate an EOB waveform by a similar
factor. Therefore, to reduce computational cost, we give

fitting formulas of ah22i in Eq. (40). We shall emphasize

however that ah22i are not adjustable parameters of the EOB

model and are not required as inputs to generate the (2, 2)
modes.
Finally, to demonstrate the effect of the NQC corrections

(22), we show in Fig. 2 the EOB amplitude for the (2, 2)
mode without and with NQC corrections, that is, with-
out and with the factor N‘m in Eq. (13). We notice that
for q ¼ 1 and q ¼ 6, the amplitude without the NQC
corrections differs from the numerical one only by
�0:23% and �0:67%, at t ¼ 6:2M and t ¼ 5:7M before
the peak, respectively. However, even this small difference
needs to be removed to minimize the error when attaching
the merger-ringdown waveform. The latter will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

TABLE II. We list in the third column �-fits of �t‘mpeak,jhNR‘m ðt‘mpeakÞj, d2jhNR‘m j=dt2jt‘mpeak , !NR
‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ, and _!NR

‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ against
numerical data of mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 for modes
(2, 2), (3, 3), (2, 1), (4, 4) and (5, 5). In the fitting formulas, the
relative mass difference is �m � ðm1 �m2Þ=ðm1 þm2Þ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4�

p
.

(‘, m) Fit formula

�t‘mpeak

(2, 2) 0

(3, 3) 3:383þ 3:847�þ 8:979�2

(2, 1) 10:67� 41:41�þ 76:1�2

(4, 4) 5:57� 49:86�þ 154:3�2

(5, 5) 6:693� 34:47�þ 102:7�2

jhNR‘m ðt‘mpeakÞj

(2, 2) �ð1:422þ 0:3013�þ 1:246�2Þ
(3, 3) ��mð0:5761� 0:09638�þ 2:715�2Þ
(2, 1) ��mð0:4832� 0:01032�Þ
(4, 4) �ð0:354� 1:779�þ 2:834�2Þ
(5, 5) ��mð0:1353� 0:1485�Þ

100� d2jhNR
‘m

j
dt2

��������t‘m
peak

(2, 2) ��ð0:1679þ 1:44�� 2:001�2Þ
(3, 3) ���mð0:2518� 0:8145�þ 5:731�2Þ
(2, 1) ���mð0:1867þ 0:6094�Þ
(4, 4) ��ð0:1813� 0:9935�þ 1:858�2Þ
(5, 5) ���mð0:09051� 0:1604�Þ

!NR
‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ

(2, 2) 0:2733þ 0:2316�þ 0:4463�2

(3, 3) 0:4539þ 0:5376�þ 1:042�2

(2, 1) 0:2907� 0:08338�þ 0:587�2

(4, 4) 0:6435� 0:05103�þ 2:216�2

(5, 5) 0:8217þ 0:2346�þ 2:599�2

_!NR
‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ

(2, 2) 0:005862þ 0:01506�þ 0:02625�2

(3, 3) 0:01074þ 0:0293�þ 0:02066�2

(2, 1) 0:00149þ 0:09197�� 0:1909�2

(4, 4) 0:01486þ 0:08529�� 0:2174�2

(5, 5) 0:01775þ 0:09801�� 0:1686�2
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C. EOB waveform: merger and ringdown

The procedure of building the merger-ringdown wave-
form in the EOB approach has improved over the years
[12,19,20,23,28,29,54]. For each mode (‘, m) we have

h
merger�RD
‘m ðtÞ ¼ XN�1

n¼0

A‘mne
�i�‘mnðt�t‘m

match
Þ; (28)

where n is the overtone number of the Kerr quasinormal
mode (QNM),N is the number of overtones included in our
model, and A‘mn are complex amplitudes to be determined
by a matching procedure described below. The quantity
�‘mn ¼ !‘mn � i=�‘mn, where the oscillation frequencies
!‘mn > 0 and the decay times �‘mn > 0, are numbers
associated with each QNM. The complex frequencies are
known functions of the final black-hole mass and spin and
can be found in Ref. [55].

In this paper we model the ringdown modes as a linear
combination of eight QNMs, i.e., N ¼ 8. Mass and spin of
the final black holeMf and af are computed from numeri-

cal data for mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. Notably, we
employ the fitting formula obtained by fitting the numeri-
cal results of Mf and af

Mf

M
¼ 1þ

0
@ ffiffiffi

8

9

s
� 1

1
A�� 0:4333�2 � 0:4392�3; (29a)

af
Mf

¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi
12

p
�� 3:871�2 þ 4:028�3: (29b)

The above formula differs from the analogous fitting for-
mula given in Ref. [20] by <0:3% in Mf and <2% in af,

because of the more accurate numerical data used here.
The complex amplitudes A‘mn in Eq. (28) are deter-

mined by matching the EOB merger-ringdown waveform
(28) with the EOB inspiral-plunge waveform (13). In order

to do this, N independent complex equations are needed.
In Ref. [23] we introduced the hybrid-comb matching in
which N equations are obtained at N � 4 points evenly
sampled in a small time interval�t‘mmatch ended at t

‘m
match, and

we imposed the condition that the inspiral-plunge and
merger-ringdown waveforms coincide at the N � 4 points
and their first- and second-order time derivatives coincide
at the first and the last points. Unlike in Ref. [23], we no
longer demand second-order time derivatives of the wave-
forms to coincide anywhere in order to improve the nu-
merical stability of the matching procedure. Instead, we
impose equality of the waveform at N � 2 points evenly
sampled from t‘mmatch � �t‘mmatch to t‘mmatch, and we require

continuity of the first-time derivative of the waveforms at
t‘mmatch � �t‘mmatch and t‘mmatch, i.e.,

h
insp�plunge
‘m

�
t‘mmatch �

k

N � 3
�t‘mmatch

�

¼ h
merger�RD
‘m

�
t‘mmatch �

k

N � 3
�t‘mmatch

�
;

ðk ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N � 3Þ;

(30)

and

_h
insp�plunge
‘m

�
t‘mmatch �

k

N � 3
�t‘mmatch

�

¼ _hmerger�RD
‘m

�
t‘mmatch �

k

N � 3
�t‘mmatch

�
;

ðk ¼ 0 and N � 3Þ;

(31)

The matching time t‘mmatch is fixed to be the peak of the EOB

h‘m mode, i.e., t‘mmatch ¼ t�peak þ�t‘mpeak. The matching inter-

val �t‘mmatch is an adjustable parameter that we fix by re-

ducing the difference against numerical merger-ringdown
modes (see Table I).
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FIG. 2 (color online). We compare the numerical-relativity and EOB h22 amplitudes with and without the NQC corrections N‘m

given in Eq. (22). We also plot the numerical and EOB gravitational frequency of the (2, 2) mode and twice the EOB orbital frequency.
The left panel refers to q ¼ 1 and the right panel to q ¼ 6. The horizontal axis is the retarded time in the numerical-relativity
simulation. The vertical lines mark the peaks of the numerical-relativity h22 amplitudes.
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Finally, the full (inspiral-plunge-merger-ringdown)
EOB waveform reads

h‘m ¼ h
insp�plunge
‘m 	ðt‘mmatch � tÞ þ h

merger�RD
‘m 	ðt� t‘mmatchÞ:

(32)

It was noticed in Ref. [23] that when the lowest QNM
frequency is substantially larger than the EOB mode fre-
quency at t‘mmatch, the EOB mode frequency will generally

grow very rapidly to the QNM frequency immediately after
t‘mmatch. Such growth in the EOB frequency is much more

rapid than what is seen in numerical-relativity frequencies.
Moreover, when this happens, the EOB amplitude shows
an unphysical ‘‘second peak’’ shape where the ringdown
amplitude grows for a while before eventually decaying.
The growth of the EOB frequency can be slowed down by
including a pseudo QNM [23] that has a frequency close to
the EOB mode frequency at t‘mmatch and a decay time com-

parable but smaller than the decay time of the least damped
n ¼ 0 QNM. As we shall discuss below, we find it neces-
sary to introduce a pseudo QNM in modeling the EOB
(4, 4) and (5, 5) modes. The pseudo QNM should be
counted as another adjustable parameter of the EOB wave-
form (see Table I). The frequency and decay time of this
pseudo QNM mode are given in Eq. (41).

We have outlined the procedure to match the inspiral
waveform to the merger-ringdown waveform. We would
like now to understand what is the intrinsic error that this
procedure introduces. To answer this question, we build an
inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform where the inspiral
part coincides with the numerical-relativity waveform,

and the merger-ringdown part is built using the EOB
procedure. We then extract the intrinsic error by comparing
it to the numerical-relativity full waveform. The results
for the (2, 2) and (4, 4) modes are shown in Fig. 3. By
construction, the two waveforms agree exactly before the
matching time t‘mmatch, i.e., the time of the peak amplitude.

For h22, the relative amplitude difference and phase differ-
ence during ringdown are about 10% and 0.1 rad. These are
reasonable intrinsic errors for the EOB model and are
comparable to systematic errors in the best existing ana-
lytical models [23,31]. For h44, the pseudo QNM reduces
the amplitude and phase differences substantially to the
level of 50% (when the ringdown amplitude is below 10%
of the peak amplitude) and 0.6 rad. Although the differ-
ences are not as small as those of h22, they are for now
acceptable considering the relatively small amplitude of
h44 compared to h22, at least for the mass ratios considered
in this paper. So, in the following we shall not attempt to
over-calibrate the EOB h44 model to obtain smaller differ-
ences against the numerical results.
The intrinsic error depends on the procedure to match

the inspiral waveform to the merger-ringdown waveform.
In particular, it depends on the choice of t‘mmatch and �t

‘m
match,

as well as the continuity conditions we impose on the
points sampled from t‘mmatch ��t‘mmatch to t‘mmatch. In Fig. 3,

the results are optimized only over�t‘mmatch. To find the best

matching procedure, in principle, we should optimize over
both t‘mmatch and �t‘mmatch, and consider options that sample

points and impose continuity conditions in different ways.
Since the relation between the intrinsic error and all these
parameters is not straightforward, we decide to refrain
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*
) / M
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0.5
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NR + QNM
Relative amplitude difference
Phase difference

3850 3900 3950 4000
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*
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q=1  (4,4)

frequency

20x amplitude

NR
NR + QNM, w/o pseudo QNM
NR + QNM, with pseudo QNM
Relative amplitude difference 
with pseudo QNM
Phase difference 
with pseudo QNM

FIG. 3 (color online). Amplitude (in units of M=R) and frequency (in units of 1=M) comparison between the full ‘‘NR’’ waveform
and the ‘‘NRþ QNM’’ waveform generated by attaching QNMs to the inspiral-plunge numerical waveform. We show also the relative
amplitude and phase differences. In the left panel, we compare h22. In the right panel, we compare the numerical h44 mode with two
‘‘NRþ QNM’’ modes. One of them is generated by attaching the physical QNMs, the other is generated by attaching both the physical
QNMs and the pseudo QNM. The former is very different from the numerical-relativity mode and we do not show their amplitude and
phase differences. All h44 amplitudes have been multiplied by a factor of 20, so that they are more visible. The horizontal axis is the
retarded time in the numerical-relativity simulation.
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from fine-tuning the ringdown waveform by assigning
different matching procedures to different mass ratios or
modes. We prefer to use a single, simple prescription that
works well for all mass ratios and modes. Thus, we fix
t‘mmatch to be the peak of the EOB h‘m waveform and find that

this prescription works fairly well.
In summary, there is an intrinsic error introduced by the

current procedure to match inspiral to merger-ringdown
EOB waveforms. This error cannot be improved by better
calibrating the EOB inspiral-plunge dynamics and wave-
forms. It can be overcome only by improving and/or
changing the matching procedure. We leave to the future
this important work.

D. Initial conditions for the EOB dynamics

Before completing this section, we briefly review the
way in which initial conditions of the EOB Hamilton
Eqs. (10) are implemented.

In Ref. [16], quasispherical initial conditions are given
for generic precessing black-hole binaries. We adopt the
nonspinning limit of those conditions

@Ĥreal

@r
¼ 0; (33a)

@Ĥreal

@pr�
¼ 1

�

dE

dt

ð@2Ĥreal=@r@p�Þ
ð@Ĥreal=@p�Þð@2Ĥreal=@r2Þ ; (33b)

@Ĥreal

@p�

¼ �0: (33c)

Given the initial orbital frequency �0, we solve the initial
r, pr� and p� from Eqs. (33a)–(33c) and set the initial

orbital phase � ¼ 0. We always start the orbital evolution
at initial orbital frequency M�0 � 0:0025, corresponding
to an initial radius r * 50M, such that the binary orbits are
sufficiently circularized at the frequency where numerical
simulations start.5

III. CALIBRATIONS AND COMPARISONS

In this section we calibrate the EOB model against the
numerical simulations, and compare numerical and EOB
(2, 2), (2, 1), (3, 3), (4, 4) and (5, 5) modes.

A. Numerical-relativity simulations
of unequal-mass binary black holes

The numerical simulations themselves are described in a
separate paper [41]. We extract both the Newman-Penrose
modes�‘m

4 and the strain modes h‘m from the simulations.

The strain modes are extracted with the Regge-Wheeler-
Zerilli (RWZ) formalism [42,56–58] (see Appendix A of
Ref. [23] for details of the numerical implementation used
to obtain h‘m). The waveforms are then extrapolated to
infinite extraction radius with order N ¼ 5 polynomials in
the q ¼ 1 case, andN ¼ 3 polynomials in other cases [43].
In this section, we use the RWZ h‘m to calibrate the EOB
adjustable parameters and to determine the EOB NQC
coefficients as functions of the mass ratio. We use the
Newman-Penrose mode �‘m

4 only to align numerical
and/or EOB waveforms at low frequency where numerical
errors of the former are smaller than those of the RWZ h‘m.
We adopt the same waveform alignment procedure used

in Refs. [22,23,26]. That is, we align waveforms at low
frequency by minimizing the quantity

�ð�t;�
Þ ¼
Z t2

t1

½
1ðtÞ �
2ðt� �tÞ � �
�2dt; (34)

over a time shift �t and a phase shift �
, where 
1ðtÞ and

2ðtÞ are the phases of the two�‘m

4 waveforms. The range
of integration (t1, t2) is chosen to be as early as possible to
maximize the length of the waveform, but late enough to
avoid the contamination from junk radiation present in the
numerical initial data. The range of integration should also
be large enough to average over numerical noise. More-
over, this range should extend from peak to peak or trough
to trough of oscillations (if visible) in the gravitational-
wave frequency due to residual eccentricity in the initial
data. For different mass ratios, the lengths of numerical
simulations and waveforms are different, thus we must also
choose different t1 and t2 in Eq. (34). Ref. [59] suggested a
minimal length of the integration interval (t1, t2) which is
satisfied by our choices as listed in Table III.
The numerical uncertainties are estimated by combining

convergence errors with extrapolation errors. The conver-
gence estimates also use the matching procedure described
above. Specifically, the resolution convergence uncertainty
is obtained by matching data from the highest and second
highest resolutions over the relevant region from Table III,
then taking the relative amplitude and phase difference
between them. The same process is repeated for the ex-
trapolation uncertainty, comparing waveforms extrapo-
lated with two orders—the order used in this paper, and
the next higher order. Specifically, those orders are N ¼ 5
and N ¼ 6 for the q ¼ 1 case, and N ¼ 3 and N ¼ 4 for
q ¼ 2, 3, 4, 6. The absolute values of those uncertainties

TABLE III. The range of integration (t1, t2) for waveform
alignment and mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6.

q ¼ 1 q ¼ 2 q ¼ 3 q ¼ 4 q ¼ 6

t1=M 820 770 570 670 870

t2=M 2250 2255 1985 1985 2310

5Note that Eq. (33b) is derived in Ref. [16] for pr. At large
initial separations, the difference between pr� and pr is negli-
gible and we do not distinguish them when setting initial
conditions.
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are then added to give the final uncertainty estimate. These
uncertainties are shown as dotted lines in every figure of
this paper where phase and fractional amplitude differ-
ences are shown.

B. Extracting information from
numerical-relativity waveforms

As discussed in Secs. II B and II C, we need to extract
specific information from the numerical data that we use to

determine the NQC coefficients ah‘mi and bh‘mi in Eq. (22),
and the QNM coefficients A‘mn in Eq. (28).

In Table II we have listed the fitting formulas for the
relevant quantities �t‘mpeak, jhNR‘m ðt‘mpeakÞj, d2jhNR‘m j=dt2jt‘mpeak ,
!NR

‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ, and _!NR
‘m ðt‘mpeakÞ. These formulas are least-square

fits of numerical-relativity results at mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3,
4 and 6 and numerical results in the test-particle limit
� ¼ 0:001 generated by a time-domain Teukolsky code
[60]. The errors of the fitting formulas are worst for the
(5, 5) mode and for the quantity d2jhNR‘m j=dt2jt‘mpeak . The (5, 5)
mode generally has the lowest amplitude among the modes
being studied and is therefore mostly contaminated by
numerical artifacts. Specifically, we find oscillations in
the amplitude of numerical waveforms that are amplified
in the process of extrapolating the extraction radii to infin-
ity. Such oscillations modify the position and shape of the
peak amplitude and they start to become significant for
the (5, 5) mode and the other modes with lower amplitudes.
The errors suggest that we can barely model the merger
amplitude of the (5, 5) mode for generic mass ratios.
Numerical errors prevent us from modeling the merger
and ringdown of any other mode with smaller amplitude.
The relative error on d2jhNR‘m j=dt2jt‘mpeak may reach a few

percent for the (2, 2), (2, 1), (3, 3) and (4, 4) modes. Never-
theless, we find the fitted values accurate enough for con-
straining the shape of the amplitude peaks. In fact, the error
in the EOB merger-ringdown waveform of these modes is
dominated by the intrinsic error of the matching procedure
discussed in Sec. II C. The error on �t‘mpeak is the error in

determining the peak of jh‘mj in the EOB model. Since the
peak of the orbital frequency is used as the reference time of
merger in the EOB model, and since it coincides with the
peak of the numerical amplitude h22 to within 1:8M (see
Sec. II B), the 0:5M error in fitting �t33peak and �t21peak is

sufficiently small. The relative errors in fitting all other
quantities are within 1% and we expect these fitting for-
mulas towork with such accuracy for anymass ratio q � 6.

It is interesting to observe that the reason why the shape
and characteristics of the numerical amplitude peaks can
be easily reproduced by polynomials in � (see Table II)
rests on the fact that when the modes for different � are
aligned at the peak and rescaled by �, their peaks differ by
less than 7% and the width at half peak by less than 18%.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4, and was initially pointed out in
Ref. [52].

C. Calibrating the EOB adjustable parameters

We carry out the calibration of the adjustable parameters
as follows. First, we fix the EOB-dynamics parameters by
minimizing the phase difference between the numerical
and EOB (2, 2) modes during the inspiral. Second, we
evolve the EOB dynamics with the calibrated parameters
and fix the EOB-waveform parameters by minimizing
the difference between the numerical and EOB full wave-
forms of all relevant modes. Moreover, the adjustable
parameters might be functions of the mass ratio �. So,
we first calibrate them for individual mass ratios then fit
the calibrated values with quadratic functions of �. We find
that many parameters depend weakly on � and can be set as
constants.
Figure 5 summarizes the calibration result of the inspiral

dynamics and our choice of the a5ð�Þ and a6ð�Þ values. We
calibrate the EOB model to five numerical h22 waveforms
of mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. For each mass ratio, we
show a contour in the a5ð�Þ=�� a6ð�Þ=� parameter space
in which the numerical and EOB h22 waveforms agree in
phase to within 0.2 rad at merger, that is, at the peak of the
(2, 2) mode. As observed in Ref. [31] (and also evident
from Fig. 5), there is strong degeneracy between a5ð�Þ and
a6ð�Þ. Furthermore, there are many ways to choose a5ð�Þ
and a6ð�Þ so that the numerical and EOB h22 waveforms
agree for q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. For instance, we could
choose a point near a5ð�Þ=� ¼ �10 and a6ð�Þ=� ¼ 126
where the contours of different mass ratios approximately
cross. However, we find that those values do not satisfy the
constraint imposed by the self-force result of the ISCO
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FIG. 4 (color online). We show the amplitude of the
numerical-relativity h22 for mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. We
have time shifted the modes so that their peaks are aligned. We
have also rescaled them by �. The horizontal axis is the retarded
time in the numerical-relativity simulation. The inset shows an
enlargement of the merger region.
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shift of Ref. [61]. More importantly, even if we chose not to
impose the ISCO shift prediction, the EOB model obtained
by choosing a5ð�Þ=� and a6ð�Þ=� around that crossing
region will not be very satisfactory, because the point
will not lie in the middle of the contours for each mass
ratio.

By contrast, we follow a more satisfactory route. We
decide to model a5ð�Þ=� and a6ð�Þ=� as generic quadratic

functions of �, i.e., a5ð�Þ=� ¼ P
2
i¼0 a

ðiÞ
5 �i and a6ð�Þ=� ¼P

2
i¼0 a

ðiÞ
6 �i. In the test-particle limit � ! 0, we impose the

constraint on að0Þ5 and að0Þ6 that the conservative EOB dy-

namics incorporates the exact ISCO-frequency shift of the
self-force calculation [61], that is [47],

M�ISCO ¼ 6�3=2½1þ 1:2513�þOð�2Þ�: (35)

The remaining five coefficients of aðiÞ5 and aðiÞ6 are deter-

mined by minimizing the distances of the a5ð�Þ=��
a6ð�Þ� points to the center of the contours in Fig. 5 (i.e.,
the points at equal distance from the top and bottom
boundaries of the contours) for mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4

and 6. This procedure is not unique; we optimize aðiÞ5 and

aðiÞ6 over a relatively coarse grid and find reasonable results

setting a6ð�Þ=� as a constant and

a5ð�Þ ¼ ð�5:828� 143:5�þ 447�2Þ�; (36a)

a6ð�Þ ¼ 184�: (36b)

For this constant choice of a6ð�Þ=�, we show in a subplot
of Fig. 5 the a5ð�Þ=� values constrained by the contours, as
well as the quadratic fit of them. The error bars correspond
to the width of the contours. More constraints imposed by
new numerical waveforms may further lift the degeneracy
between a5ð�Þ and a6ð�Þ. We shall show in the next section
that this model calibrated to the five numerical waveforms,
even though not carefully optimized with a fine global grid,
is good enough for detection with Advanced LIGO, and
fair for parameter estimation purposes.
Although a5ð�Þ=� and a6ð�Þ=� cannot both be con-

stants in this calibrated model, we shall emphasize that it
does not imply that the physical 4PN and 5PN coefficients
shall depend on � beyond the linear order. The optimal
choice of a5ð�Þ and a6ð�Þ depends on other elements of the
dynamics, for instance, the Padé expression of AðrÞ or
DðrÞ, or the way we factorize or resum hF‘m in the inspiral

waveforms that enter the energy flux, etc. Therefore, it is
possible that when a different EOB model is calibrated
to the same set of numerical waveforms subject to the
constraint imposed by the self-force result, the optimal
choice of a5ð�Þ=� and a6ð�Þ=� are constants. It might be
the case that a minor change in the dynamics of the EOB
model being calibrated in this paper could bring all con-
tours and the self-force constraint to cross at exactly the
same point.
Having calibrated the adjustable parameters of the EOB

dynamics, we calibrate the adjustable parameters of the
EOB waveform listed in Table I, notably the width of the
comb �t‘mmatch, a few higher-order PN terms in �‘m and �‘m

(see Appendix B), and a pseudo QNM. For technical
reasons we do not include the adjustable parameters �21,
�33, �44, and �55 in the energy flux (12), but only in the
EOB modes (13). The energy flux being used in the dy-
namical evolution is therefore slightly different from the
energy flux defined in Eq. (12). For the mass ratios and
length of waveforms being considered in this paper, the
fractional difference in the energy flux grows from �10�4

during low frequency to �10�2 at merger. Such a differ-
ence in the dynamics generates a phase difference at
merger that increases from 0.02 rad to 0.35 rad with mass
ratio increasing from q ¼ 1 to q ¼ 6. In principle, to have
an energy flux in the dynamics that is exactly consistent
with the definition in Eq. (12), we need to calibrate those
adjustable parameters in �‘m as EOB-dynamics param-
eters, together with a5 and a6. Calibrating a large number
of EOB-dynamics parameters has two consequences: the
calibration becomes computationally expensive and all
parameters become highly degenerate. Because of these
technical difficulties and the relatively small fractional
difference in the flux, we choose not to include the adjust-
able parameters in �‘m in the energy flux.
We determine the width of the comb�t‘mmatch by requiring

the best agreement between EOB and numerical h‘m
around merger and ringdown. We find that �t‘mmatch depends
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FIG. 5 (color online). We calibrate adjustable parameters of
the EOB dynamics. For mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, the
shaded regions correspond to (a5, a6) values for which the EOB
and numerical-relativity h22 agree within 0.2 rad at merger, i.e.,
at the peak of the numerical h22. In the inserted subplot, for
a6ð�Þ=� ¼ 184, we show a5ð�Þ=� values constrained by the
shaded regions and by the test-particle ISCO-shift result [61],
and also the quadratic fit (red curve) given by Eq. (36a).
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moderately on the mass ratio, and we can assume �t‘mmatch

to be a constant. Specifically, we obtain

�t22match ¼ 5M; (37a)

�t33match ¼ 12M; �t44match ¼ 9M; (37b)

�t21match ¼ 8M; �t55match ¼ 8M: (37c)

Calibrating the amplitude and phase of the EOB waveform
for the higher-order modes we find

�ð6Þ
21 ¼ �5; �ð6Þ

33 ¼ �20; (38a)

�ð6Þ
44 ¼ �15; �ð6Þ

55 ¼ 4; (38b)

and

�ð7Þ
21 ¼ 30; �ð7Þ

33 ¼ �10; (39a)

�ð5Þ
44 ¼ �70; �ð5Þ

55 ¼ 40: (39b)

As explained in Sec. II B, since the iterative procedure

that determines the NQC coefficients ah22i usually takes
four to five steps to converge, we give fitting formulas of

ah22i as quadratic functions of the mass ratio to save com-
putational cost:

ah221 ð�Þ ¼ �4:559þ 18:76�� 24:23�2; (40a)

ah222 ð�Þ ¼ 37:68� 201:5�þ 324:6�2; (40b)

ah223 ð�Þ ¼ �39:6þ 228:9�� 387:2�2: (40c)

Finally, as discussed in Sec. II C, to improve the agree-
ment of the (4, 4) and (5, 5) modes around merger, we
introduce pseudo QNMs having

M!pQNM
44 ¼ 0:72; M=�pQNM44 ¼ 0:28; (41a)

M!pQNM
55 ¼ 0:9; M=�pQNM55 ¼ 0:28; (41b)

for all mass ratios considered in this paper. The frequency
of these pseudo QNMs are about the frequency of the
inspiral-plunge waveforms at the matching time t‘mmatch

and the decay time of these modes are about the same as
that of the first overtone of the physical QNMs.

D. Comparing numerical and EOB (2, 2) mode

In Figs. 6 and 7 we compare the numerical-relativity and
EOB (2, 2) modes for mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. We
find that throughout the evolution the phase difference is
below�0:1 rad. During the inspiral, the relative amplitude
difference is within 2%, while during merger and ringdown
it increases to within 12%. The numerical errors are also
shown in the figures with dotted lines. We observe that
during the inspiral the phase and amplitude differences can
be a factor of a few larger than the numerical-relativity
error, but during the merger and ringdown they can be
comparable or even smaller. As we shall see in Sec. IV,
the mismatch between the numerical and EOB modes

are consistently very small for detection purposes for
Advanced LIGO, and the EOB modes are reasonably
accurate for parameter-estimation purposes.

E. Comparing numerical
and EOB ðl;mÞ � ð2; 2Þ modes

In Figs. 8–10, we compare the numerical and EOB
subdominant modes h33, h21 and h44 for the cases q ¼ 1,
3, 6. [For mass ratios q ¼ 2, 4 the plots look similar, so we
do not show them.] During the inspiral, the numerical and
EOB subdominant modes agree very well, similar to the
agreement we found for the h22. This happens because the
numerical frequencies !‘m are well modeled by a simple
multiple of the orbital frequency m�. During merger and
ringdown, the agreement is very good for the h33 and h21
modes, i.e., comparable to the agreement of the h22 mode.
Analogous performances hold for the other cases q ¼ 2
and q ¼ 4. The numerical and EOB h44 mode, however,
show larger differences during ringdown. For instance, the
phase difference increases to �0:6 rad. There are two
reasons for this less satisfactory result: (i) the larger errors
in the numerical mode (4, 4) and (ii) the EOB QNM
matching procedure that generates the ringdown part.
Issue (i) spoils the numerical predictions of the fitting
formulas for the (4, 4) mode (see Table II) which are
essential to model the merger. Issue (ii) prevents modeling
the ringdown phase of the h44 with high accuracy (see
Fig. 3 and discussions therein). Nevertheless, since as
seen in Fig. 1, the h44 amplitude is a few percent of the
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FIG. 6 (color online). For the equal-mass case, we compare the
numerical-relativity and calibrated EOB (2, 2) mode. The top
panels show the real part of numerical and EOB h22, the bottom
panels show amplitude and phase differences between them. The
horizontal axis is the retarded time in the numerical-relativity
simulation. The left panels show retarded times t� r� ¼ 0 to
3850M, and the right panels show retarded times t� r� ¼
3850M to t� r� ¼ 4070M on a different vertical scale. The
dotted curves are the numerical-relativity errors.
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h22 amplitude, the absolute error in h44 is generally smaller
than the error with which we currently model the h22 EOB
mode. Therefore, the large difference between the numeri-
cal and EOB h44 is not the dominant source of systematic
error in the gravitational polarizations. Since the h55 mode
comparison is very similar to that of the (4, 4) mode, except
for an even larger phase difference of �1 rad during ring-
down, we do not show it for brevity. Modeling the h55
mode is difficult due to the same two issues discussed
above, while on a more severe level. Nevertheless, we
find in Sec. IV that there is substantial benefit in including
this mode in the full polarization waveforms even though
its modeling is not fully satisfactory.

We point out that the special treatment of the (2, 1) and

(4, 4) modes in Eq. (17), namely, the replacement of vð‘þ�Þ
�

with vð‘þ��2Þ
� =r� for these modes, was necessary to

improve the agreement of these modes with the numerical

waveforms. Equation (17) was suggested by similar studies

in the test-particle limit [60]. The reason is the following:

as shown in Fig. 1 the amplitudes of the numerical (2, 1)

and (4, 4) modes reach a peak quite after the peak of the

(2, 2) mode, i.e., they have large, positive �t‘mpeak values. If

we want to impose the condition 1 listed in Sec. II B, the

peak of the EOB mode should be moved to t�peak þ�t‘mpeak.

However, the EOB Newtonian amplitude is proportional to

a power of the orbital frequency and the latter decreases

to zero at the EOB horizon, thus the EOB amplitude drops

to an extremely small value at t�peak þ�t‘mpeak. By contrast,

replacing v2
� ¼ ðr��Þ2 with 1=r�, we slow down the

decay of these modes after t�peak, and we can success-

fully move the peak of the mode to t�peak þ �t‘mpeak. Note

that v2
� and 1=r� are exactly the same in the adiabatic

Keplerian limit. This replacement introduces higher-order

nonadiabatic non-Keplerian corrections that have negli-

gible effects on the inspiral waveform and the energy flux.

During plunge and merger, perturbative treatments break

down and there is no a priori justification in describing the
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FIG. 7 (color online). Comparison between the (2, 2) modes of the numerical-relativity simulation and the calibrated EOB model for
mass ratios q ¼ 2, 3, 4, 6. In each subplot, the top panels show the real part of the h22 mode and the bottom panels show the phase and
amplitude differences between numerical and EOB waveform. The dotted curves are the numerical-relativity errors.
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mode amplitude with a power of either v� or 1=r�.
Equation (17) is adopted since combined with the NQC
corrections, it is capable of reproducing the numerical-
relativity waveforms during merger. To make minimal
adjustments to the Newtonian term of Eq. (16), we

introduce this replacement only when needed, i.e. to the
(2, 1) and (4, 4) modes.

IV. EFFECTUALNESS AND MEASUREMENT
ACCURACY OF EOB WAVEFORMS

In this section, we examine the effectualness and mea-
surement accuracy of the EOB waveforms in matching the
numerical-relativity waveforms.
These investigations utilize the noise-weighted inner

product between two waveforms hi, i ¼ 1, 2:

hh1; h2i � 4<
Z 1

0

~h1ðfÞ~h�2ðfÞ
ShðfÞ df; (42)

where ~hiðfÞ are the Fourier transforms of hiðtÞ, and ShðfÞ
is the spectral density of noise in the detector. We choose
one of the Advanced LIGO noise curves, named
ZERO_DET_HIGH_P in Ref. [62].
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FIG. 8 (color online). Comparison of the (4, 4) mode for mass
ratios q ¼ 1, 3, 6 between numerical and calibrated EOB model.
Plotted data as in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 9 (color online). Comparison of the (2, 1) mode for mass
ratios q ¼ 3 (top panel) and q ¼ 6 (bottom panel) between
numerical and calibrated EOB model. Plotted data as in Fig. 7.
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Figure 11 shows the noise curve, and the amplitudes of
the Fourier transforms of the numerical relativity wave-
forms. For the binary’s total masses considered, the NR
waveforms start in band; to reduce artifacts from this, we
taper the NR waveforms using the Planck-taper window
function [63]. The width of the window function is set to
the length of numerical-relativity waveforms, which is
about 0:5ðM=20M�Þ seconds. The window function
smoothly rises from 0 to 1 in the first 0.0625 seconds and
falls from 1 to 0 in the last 0.0125 seconds. Furthermore,
whenever we compute quantities involving both an NR
waveform and an EOB waveform (e.g., an overlap; see
below), we restrict integration of the EOB waveform to the
frequency for which numerical data is available.

Figure 11 indicates the initial gravitational-wave fre-
quency of the q ¼ 1 and q ¼ 4 simulations. The simula-
tion with q ¼ 1 has the lowest initial gravitational-wave
frequency, while the one with q ¼ 4 has the largest initial

gravitational-wave frequency. The numerical-relativity
waveforms for mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 have 32, 31,
31, 31, and 43 gravitational-wave cycles, respectively,
from the initial frequency to the peak of the (2, 2) mode.
Using the EOB model of this paper we estimate that for a
total mass of 20M� and mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, there
are 582, 656, 779, 914, 1184 gravitational-wave cycles
between 10 Hz and the start of the numerical-relativity
simulations. These missing cycles, which decrease as the
total mass of the binary increases, are not accounted for
when computing mismatches.

A. Subdominant modes

To investigate the importance of subdominant modes
(l, m) different from (2, 2), we consider the gravitational
waveform emitted from the binary into a given sky direc-
tion (	, 
) (as measured relative to the orbital plane of the
binary and note that
 is degenerate with the initial phase),
given as

hþð	;
; tÞ � ih�ð	;
; tÞ ¼ X
‘;m

�2Y‘mð	;
Þh‘mðtÞ: (43)

Here �2Y‘mð	;
Þ is the �2 spin-weighted spherical

harmonic, and the summation on ‘ and m is over the
available NR or EOB modes.6 In the remainder of this
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FIG. 10 (color online). Comparison of the (3, 3) mode for mass
ratios q ¼ 3 (top panel) and q ¼ 6 (bottom panel) between
numerical and calibrated EOB model. Plotted data as in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 11 (color online). Amplitude of the Fourier transform of
the (2, 2) mode of the numerical-relativity waveforms, scaled to
a total mass M ¼ 20M�. We also plot the noise spectral density
of the Advanced LIGO detector. The two vertical lines mark the
initial gravitational-wave frequency for the numerical wave-
forms with q ¼ 1 and q ¼ 4 (lowest and highest start frequency
of all considered waveforms).

6In the numerical simulations, seven modes (14 modes if we
count m< 0) are extracted: ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð2; 2Þ, (2, 1), (3, 3), (3, 2),
(4, 4), (5, 5), (6, 6). In the EOB model, five modes (10 modes if
we count m< 0) are calibrated in Secs. III D and III E: ð‘;mÞ ¼
ð2; 2Þ, (2, 1), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 5).
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section, we always choose 	 ¼ �=3 and 
 ¼ �=3, and
assume a relative binary-detector configuration such that
the detector is only sensitive to hþ (i.e., an antenna pattern
Fþ ¼ 1, F� ¼ 0). A comprehensive study of arbitrary
gravitational polarizations for all sky directions 	, 
 is
left to future work.

Figure 12 shows the resulting waveforms
hþð�=3; �=3; tÞ for the mass-ratios q ¼ 1 and q ¼ 6.
This figure clearly shows that for q ¼ 6, subdominant
modes are more important, and one immediately expects
that disregarding subdominant modes will have a larger
effect for the q ¼ 6 case. Let us now quantify these
expectations.

B. Effectualness

The effectualness can be described by the mismatch
(M) between two time-domain waveforms h1 and
h2ðt0; 
0;�Þ. Here, we consider all waveforms to be the
þ polarization evaluated in the direction 	 ¼ 
 ¼ �=3
[see Eq. (43)]. We take h1 to be the numerical-relativity
waveform at one of the simulated mass ratios for some
given total massM. The second waveform h2 is taken to be
our calibrated EOB model, where we have explicitly dis-
played the dependence of this waveform on some reference
time t0 and reference phase 
0, as well as the masses m1

and m2 represented in the vector � of the parameters of the
binary.

The mismatch is given explicitly by [21]

M � 1�max
hh1; h2ðt0; 
0;�Þi
kh1kkh2ðt0; 
0;�Þk (44)

where

khik ¼ hhi; hii1=2 (45)

denotes the norm induced by Eq. (42). When searching for
the signal waveform h1 with the template h2ðt0; 
0;�Þ, the
horizon distance is reduced by a factor M relative to
searching with the perfect template h1, and the reduction
in event rate is given by 1� ð1�MÞ3 	 3M. Ideally, the
maximization in Eq. (44) is over ft0; 
0;�g; however,
sometimes we choose to neglect maximization over �, as
detailed below.
Figure 13 presents several mismatch calculations for the

equal-mass case. The solid lines compare the numerical-
relativity data to the leading (2, 2) mode of our EOB
model. For these two curves, maximization of M is per-
formed over ft0; 
0;�g. If the numerical waveform is
represented only by its (2, 2) mode, then the mismatches
are very small, reaching �10�4. However, if the 7-mode
numerical waveform is used with all modes shown in
Fig. 1, then the mismatch increases by about an order of
magnitude, showing that subdominant modes are notice-
able even for the q ¼ 1 case.
The two dashed curves in Fig. 13 use the calibrated EOB

model with all five calibrated modes included. For these
two curves, we maximize the mismatch only over ft0; 
0g,
for technical convenience and to save computational
cost. Therefore the obtained mismatches are only upper
bounds. We see that the 5-mode EOB model agrees sig-
nificantly better with the 7-mode NR waveform than
an EOB model utilizing only the (2, 2) mode. The line
‘‘5-mode NR vs 5-mode EOB’’ compares NR with EOB
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FIG. 12 (color online). The polarization waveform hþð	;
; tÞ
as emitted into sky direction 	 ¼ 
 ¼ �=3. Top panel: mass
ratio q ¼ 1; bottom panel: mass ratio q ¼ 6. The solid blue
curve represents the numerical data, the red dashed curve the
EOB model, and only late inspiral, merger and ringdown are
shown.
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FIG. 13 (color online). The mismatch versus binary total mass
for q ¼ 1 using Advanced LIGO noise curve. Mismatches with
the (2, 2) mode of the EOB waveform are optimized over
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0;�g whereas mismatches with the 5-mode EOB model
are optimized over ft0; 
0g only and represent an upper bound.
The vertical line represents the maximum total mass for stellar-
mass black-hole binaries, assuming a maximum black-hole mass
of 50M�. The range of total masses on the right of the vertical
line refer to intermediate-mass black-hole binaries.
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when both waveforms contain only those five modes for
which we calibrate the EOB model.

In Figs. 13–15 we have marked total mass 100M� and
58:3M� for q ¼ 1 and q ¼ 6, respectively, the largest
masses for stellar-mass binary black holes, assuming that
the maximum black-hole mass is �50M�.

7 More massive
black holes are referred to as intermediate-mass black
holes. Their existence and gravitational-wave event rates
are more uncertain [67,68].

Figure 14 presents the analogous calculations to Fig. 13
for mass ratio q ¼ 6. The mismatches are generally larger,
owing to the more complex waveform of a q ¼ 6 binary.
The numerical (2, 2) mode can still be fit by a (2, 2) EOB
waveform to M� 10�3. However, trying to represent the
7-mode NR waveform with only the EOB (2, 2) mode
results in mismatches �7% for total mass M� 58:3M�
and above 10% for total mass M� 200M�. Thus, it is
extremely important to accurately model higher-order
modes when the merger and ringdown waveforms are in
band and binary systems contain intermediate-mass black
holes with * 50M�. So far, higher-order modes have been
largely ignored in the analysis of real detector data (see for
instance Ref. [33]), and by including a few dominant ones,
the event rate or the horizon distance can be substantially
increased, especially for high total masses.

Inclusion of the higher-order modes reduces the mis-
matches by a factor of 10 to�5� 10�3 at low masses and
�0:01 at high masses, caused mainly by the error in
modeling the ringdown waveforms of the higher-order
modes. The (3, 2) and (6, 6) modes that are not modeled
or included in the EOB polarizations are not responsible

for the comparatively large mismatch. To verify this,
we show in these figures also the mismatches between
the 5-mode EOB polarizations and 5-mode numerical po-
larizations that contain the same modes as the EOB ones.8

More diagnostic tests show that the error in modeling the
(5, 5) mode is responsible for about half the increase inM,
because the phase error of the (5, 5) mode accumulates
faster due to its higher frequency, and because it is larger
than the phase error of other modes.
As in Fig. 13, mismatches with the 5-mode EOB model

are not optimized over � and represent therefore merely
upper limits.
We emphasize again that these mismatches measure the

difference between numerical-relativity and EOB wave-
forms only over the frequency band where numerical-
relativity simulations are available (see Fig. 11). For large
masses, say M ¼ 100M�, the initial frequency of the
numerical-relativity (2, 2) mode for q ¼ 6 is 15 Hz, and
the missing part between 10 Hz and 15 Hz would likely
modify the mismatches only marginally because of the
steeply rising seismic-noise wall toward low frequency.
However, for M ¼ 20M� and q ¼ 6, the initial frequency
of the numerical-relativity (2, 2) mode is 70 Hz which is in
the frequency band of the detector. In this case we miss the
portion of the numerical-relativity waveform between
10 Hz and 70 Hz. The best way, though time-consuming,
to address this gap problem is to produce longer numerical-
relativity waveforms, or to conduct tests within the ana-
lytical models to assess their reliability below a certain
frequency [21,59,69–72]. With the caveat of this frequency
gap, we conclude that our calibrated EOB model is suffi-
cient for detection purposes.

C. Measurement accuracy

We are now interested in the question of whether the
EOB polarizations are accurate enough to be used in data
analysis for measurement purposes. We adopt as accuracy
requirement for measurement the one proposed by [73,74]

k�hk< �; (46)

where �h ¼ hEOBðtÞ � hNRðtÞ is the error in modeling the
numerical waveforms, and � < 1 incorporates a safety
factor [71] or the effect of a detector network [59].
The left hand side in Eq. (46) increases proportionally with
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) khNRk and we calculate
the upper bound of the SNReff � SNR=� that satisfies
Eq. (46). For any SNR below this upper bound, the
EOB waveforms or polarizations are accurate enough for
measurement purposes, i.e., accurate enough not to gen-
erate any systematic bias that is larger than statistical errors
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FIG. 14 (color online). Mismatch calculation for mass ratio
q ¼ 6. All details as in Fig. 13. This figure and Fig. 13 use the
same vertical axis to ease comparisons between them.

7As of today, the heaviest mass of a single black-hole source is
23–34M� [64,65], but considering the possibility of lower met-
allicity we adopt as maximum mass of a black hole�50M� [66].

8Sometime the mismatches increase by �0:1% after we re-
move the (3, 2) and (6, 6) modes from the numerical-relativity
polarizations. This happens because the numerical precision of
our code in optimizing over the initial phase is �0:1%.
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in estimating the physical binary parameters. The upper
bound SNReff is therefore a very strict accuracy require-
ment. Unlike the well-known fact that good phase
agreement is critical for obtaining good effectualness, to
get high (upper bounds on) SNReff , both the amplitude and
the phase of the templates must agree very well with those
of the exact waveforms.

In Fig. 15, for mass ratios q ¼ 1 and q ¼ 6, we show the
upper bound of the SNReff as a function of the total mass.
These SNReff are calculated for a single Advanced LIGO
detector. In the q ¼ 1 case, the 5-mode EOB polarizations
match the 7-mode numerical polarizations accurately
enough for any SNReff < 24 when the total mass is below
100M�, and for any SNReff < 19 when the total mass is
below 200M�. These upper bounds of the SNReff may not
seem impressive at the first sight. However, there is a
significant improvement if we compare them with the
upper bounds obtained when only the EOB (2, 2) mode
is used which are also shown in Fig. 15. Note that the right
vertical axis in Fig. 15 shows k�hk=khk. Once the EOB
and NR waveforms are aligned at low frequency, we do not
allow further time or phase shift in calculating �h. This
differs from the practice of Refs. [51,59] which plot
k�hk=khk minimized over time and phase shifts.

In the q ¼ 6 case, the upper-bound SNRs are lower,
because of the larger error in modeling the higher-order

modes and the relatively high contribution to the SNR from
higher-order modes for such an asymmetric binary. For
stellar-mass black holes, M & 58:3M�, the 5-mode EOB
polarizations are accurate for SNReff < 10, and when the
total mass is below 200M�, the 5-mode EOB polarizations
are accurate for SNReff < 5. The higher-order modes in the
EOB model, especially their ringdown part, clearly needs
better modeling. Nevertheless, the improvement from us-
ing only the EOB (2, 2) mode as templates is significant.
In closing, we mention a few important caveats of our

analysis: First, all norms and mismatches computed for
Figs. 13–15 are performed only over those frequencies for
which numerical data are available. At lower total mass,
more gravitational-wave cycles lie in the LIGO frequency
band, so this restriction becomes more severe. Therefore,
at low masses, our analysis might yield an increasingly
overoptimistic view.
On the other hand, the requirement (46) on the accuracy

measurement may be unnecessarily stringent. In fact,
although Fig. 15 would say that for certain mass ratios
and total masses, the EOB waveforms will introduce biases
in the binary parameters, these biases may affect binary
parameters that have little astrophysical relevance—for
example, the gravitational-wave phase at coalescence.
Finally, we emphasize again that the results in this

section are just a first step into the problem of including
higher-order modes, since we investigated only one geo-
metrical configuration. A comprehensive investigation of
the gain in effectualness and measurement accuracy, as
well as the impact on estimating the source parameters,
when including these rather accurate higher-order modes
will be presented in a separate paper.

V. RELATION TO PREVIOUS WORK

The EOB model we consider here differs from the
nonspinning EOB model employed by Buonanno et al.
[23] in the handling of the radiation-reaction sector.
Reference [23] adopted a Padé-resummed radiation-
reaction force and energy flux [22,75], while here we adopt
the factorized-waveform energy flux of Refs. [26,30,76].
References [25,26] found that when generalizing the
Padé-resummed flux to the spin case the agreement with
the numerical energy flux is not very satisfactory. Thus, we
concluded that the nonspinning EOB model with Padé-
resummed flux is not a very good candidate for the generic
spin EOB model.
By using the SPEC numerical merger (2, 2) mode with

mass ratio q ¼ 1, and inspiral (2, 2) mode with q ¼ 2, 3,
Buonanno et al. [23] calibrated the 4PN parameter in the
EOB radial potential AðrÞ and the parameter vpole in the

Padé-resummed energy flux, such that the EOB model
could be also used outside the range of binary masses
employed to calibrate it. We find that when comparing to
the SPEC merger (2, 2) mode of this paper with mass ratios
q ¼ 1, 2, 3, the EOB (2, 2) mode of Ref. [23] have
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maximum phase difference until merger of 0.12, 0.22, and
0.09 rad, respectively. In contrast, the model calibrated
here results in smaller or comparable phase differences
of 0.04, 0.08 and 0.12 rad, respectively. Numerical data
for q ¼ 4, 6 were not available for the calibration in
Ref. [23]. Comparing the new numerical data available
now with the model from Ref. [23], we find phase differ-
ences of 0.43 and 1.8 rad, respectively, for q ¼ 4 and 6 (in
contrast, our new model results in 0.12 and 0.15 rad,
respectively; see Fig. 7). Those phase differences are ob-
tained by using the low-frequency alignment procedure of
Eq. (34). If we were adopting the two-pinching frequency
procedure of Ref. [31], we would obtain 0.065 rad with
pinching frequencies M� ¼ 0:052 and ¼ 0:3 for q ¼ 4,
and 0.18 rad with pinching frequencies M� ¼ 0:056 and
¼ 0:15 for q ¼ 6.

Before calibration, the radiation-reaction sector of the
EOB model used here almost coincides9 with the nonspin-
ning EOB model used in Damour and Nagar [31] in the
radiation-reaction sector, but only in its uncalibrated ver-
sion. In fact, the adjustable parameters used here differ
from the ones used in Ref. [31]. Moreover, in this paper we
also introduce adjustable parameters in the phase of some
of the (‘, m) modes, and in some cases also in the factor-
ized amplitude. Furthermore, we also modify the leading
Newtonian term for the (2, 1) and (4, 4) modes [see
Eq. (17)].

By using the SPEC numerical-relativity merger (2, 2)
mode with mass ratio q ¼ 1, and merger (2, 2) mode
with q ¼ 2, 4 from the Jena numerical-relativity group,
Damour and Nagar [31] calibrated the 4PN and 5PN
parameters in the radial potential AðrÞ. We find that when
comparing to the SPEC (2, 2) modes of this paper with mass
ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 4, the EOB (2, 2) mode of Ref. [31]
has maximum phase difference until merger of 0.25 rad,
0.36 rad, 1.32 rad, respectively, when aligning at low
frequency and 0.05 rad, 0.11 rad, 0.25 rad when using the
two-frequency pinching procedure. In the case of mass
ratios q ¼ 3 and 6 where numerical waveforms were not
available for calibration, the phase differences increase to
0.93 rad and 2.3 rad, respectively, when aligning at low
frequency and 0.17 rad, 0.65 rad, when using the two-
frequency pinching procedure.

We notice that once we have calibrated the EOB model
to a set of numerical-relativity waveforms using the low-
frequency alignment procedure of Eq. (34), the phase
difference with numerical-relativity waveforms is not
sensitive to the alignment method—for example, we find
the same phase differences when using the two-pinching
frequency procedure. By contrast, EOB waveforms cali-
brated with the two-frequency pinching procedure do not
have the same phase difference with numerical-relativity
waveforms when aligning them at low frequency. We
deduce then that the low-frequency alignment procedure
is more robust.
Recently, the LIGO/Virgo detectors have completed

the first search for gravitational waves from high-mass
black holes using analytical inspiral, merger and ringdown
templates [33]. They employed the EOB model calibrated
to numerical waveforms fromNASA-Goddard of Ref. [20].
The mismatches between the EOB and NASA-Goddard
waveforms computed in Ref. [20] are less than 3% when
the total mass is 25–99M�, which is the mass range used in
the LIGO/Virgo search [33]. These mismatches were de-
rived maximizing only on the time and phase, but not on
the binary parameters. We find that when comparing the
EOB (2, 2) mode of Ref. [20] with the EOB model devel-
oped in this paper, the phase and amplitude differences at
merger are at most of 5 rad and 20%, respectively, when
q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.8 rad for q ¼ 6. The EOB higher-order
modes (2, 1), (3, 3), and (4, 4) were also calibrated for the
first time in Ref. [20] using the NASA-Goddard numerical
waveforms. In this case the matching between the inspiral-
plunge and merger-ringdown waveforms was chosen at the
same point in time for all the modes. Those higher-order
modes were not employed in the search of Ref. [33].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The first search for gravitational waves from non-
spinning high-mass binary black holes (M ¼ 25–99M�)
with LIGO and Virgo detectors has been recently com-
pleted, setting astrophysically meaningful upper limits
[33]. The search has used for the first time templates
which include inspiral, merger and ringdown. Those tem-
plates were built by combining numerical-relativity and
analytical-relativity results, either through the EOB wave-
forms of Ref. [20] (see also the most recent improvements
in Refs. [23,25,28,29,31,32]) or the phenomenological
merger-ringdown waveforms proposed in Refs. [77] (see
also Ref. [78] for an updated version).
In this paper we have built on Refs. [19,20,23,25,28–31],

and have improved further the EOB model taking advan-
tage of highly accurate numerical-relativity simulations
with mass ratios q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 from the Caltech-
Cornell-CITA collaboration [41].
By extracting several numerical-relativity quantities,

such as the mode’s amplitude and its second time de-
rivative at the peak, as well as the frequency and its first

9Whereas we use the factorized waveforms with �‘m, Ref. [31]
employs factorized waveforms where ð�22Þ2 is traded with its
Taylor-expanded form and then Padé-resummed [30]. In the
factorized waveforms, Ref. [31] also adopts a different value
for the constant in the tail term r0 ¼ 2, a different odd-parity
source term Ŝð1Þeffðr; pr� ; p�Þ ¼ p��=v2

�, and a different N‘m

given in Eq. (5) of Ref. [31]. Furthermore, while we include
radiation-reaction force in Eq. (10c), i.e., in the equation of
motion of pr� , Ref. [31] does not. Finally, Ref. [31] trades the
Keplerian velocity with the non-Keplerian velocity in T‘m, �‘m

but not �‘m, and does not include the higher-order PN terms
computed in Ref. [26].
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time derivative at the peak, we have improved the agree-
ment of numerical and EOB phase and amplitude very
close to merger, reproducing important features of the
numerical simulations—for example, the fact that where-
as the (2, 2) mode peaks at the same position of the
EOB light ring, the higher-order modes peak at late
times [20,32,51–53,60].

We have found that the (2, 2) mode can be calibrated
withM � 0:1% forM ¼ 20–200M� and mass ratios q ¼
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, using only three EOB adjustable parameters,
notably the 4PN and 5PN terms, a5 and a6, in the radial
EOB potential, and the width of the comb, �t22match (see

Table I). We have also found that the strongest subdomi-
nant modes (2, 1), (3, 3), (4, 4) and (5, 5), can be success-
fully calibrated by including for each mode four EOB
adjustable parameters, specifically the 3PN terms in �21,
�33, �44, �55, the 2.5PN or 3.5PN terms in �21, �33, �44 and
�55, the width of the comb �t21match, �t33match, �t44match,

�t55match, and, in some cases, a pseudo QNM (see Table I).

The reason for introducing more parameters for higher
modes rests on the fact that those modes are known at
PN orders lower than the (2, 2) mode. Furthermore, to
achieve this very good agreement of the modes’ phase
and amplitude we have also used the information from
numerical relativity about the peak’s amplitude and
frequency of Table II, and the final masses and spins of
Eq. (29). These data determine the complex amplitudes
entering the merger-ringdown waveform (28), and the
NQC coefficients in Eq. (22).

When investigating the effectualness for detection pur-
poses, we have found that the numerical-relativity polar-
izations containing the strongest seven modes have a
maximum mismatch of 7% for stellar-mass binaries, and
10% for intermediate-mass binaries, when only the EOB
(2, 2) mode is included for q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and binary total
masses 20–200 Hz. However, the mismatches decrease
when all the four subleading EOB modes calibrated in
this paper are taken into account reaching an upper bound
of 0.5% for stellar-mass binaries, and 0.08% for
intermediate-mass binaries. Event rates or horizon dis-
tances can be substantially increased, especially for high
total masses, if those subleading modes were included in
gravitational-wave searches [33].

We have also emphasized that when computing the
mismatches, we do not attach any PN waveforms to the
numerical-relativity waveforms, because we do not want to
introduce any error due to the procedure of building hybrid
PN–numerical waveforms. Moreover, for binaries with low
total mass—say 20–100M�—many more gravitational-
wave cycles than the ones of the numerical simulations
used in this paper are in band. Our mismatches do not take
into account these missing cycles. As a consequence if the
EOB model were used to search for signals of length larger
than the one of the numerical waveforms employed here,
the mismatches could become larger.

We have also studied the measurement accuracy of the
EOB model using the accuracy requirement proposed in
Ref. [74]. Using one single Advanced LIGO detector,
we have determined the SNRs below which the EOB
polarizations are accurate enough that systematic biases
are smaller than statistical errors. Unlike the well known
fact that good phase agreement is sufficient for obtaining
good effectualness, to get high upper-bound SNRs, both
the amplitude and the phase of the templates must agree
very well with those of the exact waveforms. Since
higher-order modes have non-negligible contribution for
large mass ratios, and those modes have the largest
amplitude errors, we have found that the upper-bound
SNRs are lower for the most asymmetric systems. We
stress again the relevance of modeling the higher-order
modes, because using only the (2, 2) mode would de-
crease significantly the upper-bound SNRs. However, it
is worth noting that the accuracy requirement that we
used may be too stringent since by itself it does not say
which of the binary parameters is going to have biases
[79]. It could turn out that the biased parameters have
little relevance in astrophysics or tests of general
relativity.
Finally, we have used rather long numerical-relativity

waveforms, in particular, the case q ¼ 6 has 40
gravitational-wave cycles before merger. Confirming pre-
vious studies [21,59,69–72] we have found, that especially
for large mass ratios, the addition of more cycles at low
frequency does affect the accuracy of the EOB waveforms
(as any other PN waveforms) which were calibrated
to a shorter number of cycles. So, we had to recalibrate
the EOB adjustable parameters to achieve very small
phase errors around merger. This recalibration is crucial
for parameter estimation, but not for detection, and we
expect to do it again in the future when longer or more
accurate numerical-relativity waveforms for asymmetric
systems will become available. Moreover, we plan to
improve the matching procedure from inspiral-plunge to
merger-ringdown, since the majority of the phase and
amplitude error is accumulated during this transition, es-
pecially for higher-order modes. Of course, further im-
provement of the EOB higher-order modes also depends
on the availability of sufficiently accurate numerical-
relativity data especially during the last stages of inspiral,
merger and ringdown.
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APPENDIX A: THE ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð3; 2Þ MODE

Reference [19] found that the numerical-relativity
(3, 2) mode contains QNMs with ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð3; 2Þ and
ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð2; 2Þ. This beating of QNMs with the same m
but different ‘ arises in the transformation from the spin-
weighted spheroidal harmonics (which are eigenmodes of
the radiation generated by the perturbed final black hole) to
the spin-weighted spherical harmonics that are used to
decompose the multipolar waveform. This is a general
feature of modes with ‘ > 2 and m< ‘, and since the
(3, 2) mode is the dominant one among such modes, we
discuss its modeling and possible calibration in this
section.

First, we confirm the result of Ref. [19] that the
ringdown portion of the (3, 2) mode can be accurately
modeled by a linear superposition of QNMs with both
ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð3; 2Þ and ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð2; 2Þ modes. The result of
Ref. [19] was restricted to the equal-mass case. Here we
extend this analysis to unequal masses and add more over-
tones. We fit the numerical ringdown mode with either (i) a

set of eight QNMs with (‘ ¼ 3, m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0, 1; . . . ; 7) or
(ii) a set of eight QNMs with (‘ ¼ 3, m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0,
1; . . . ; 4) and (‘ ¼ 3, m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0, 1, 2). For mass
ratios q ¼ 1 and 6, we compare the fitting results
with numerical waveforms in Fig. 16. The results for other
mass ratios are similar. The very different performance of
sets (i) and (ii) shows clearly that the numerical ringdown
mode does contain contributions from ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð2; 2Þ
QNMs.
Second, for the case q ¼ 6, we explore in Fig. 17

the possibility of modeling the numerical ringdown
(3, 2) mode as a linear superposition of the QNMs of
set (ii), using the EOB matching procedure of Sec. II C.
We observe that although the beating of the ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð3; 2Þ
and ð‘;mÞ ¼ ð2; 2Þ QNMs reproduce qualitatively well
the oscillations in the ringdown amplitude and frequency,
the behavior of the two curves ‘‘NR’’ and ‘‘NRþ QNM’’
is very different. Therefore, we deduce that the current
matching procedure, which uses the information of
a small segment of inspiral-plunge waveform before the
peak of the amplitude, does not provide us with the cor-
rect QNMs coefficients when different ‘ values are pre-
sent. Since this matching procedure is applied to build
the calibrated EOB modes, we find that the same pro-
blem affects the calibration of the EOB (3, 2) mode.
We postpone to the future the solution to this important
issue.
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and the lower panels split the mode into amplitude and fre-
quency. The continuous lines represent the numerical-relativity
modes. The dotted lines are a fit to eight QNM modes of (‘ ¼ 3,
m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0, 1; . . . ; 7). The dashed lines are a fit to eight QNMs
of (‘ ¼ 3, m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0, 1; . . . ; 4) and (‘ ¼ 2, m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0, 1,
2). The horizontal axis is the retarded time in the numerical-
relativity simulation.
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FIG. 17 (color online). Amplitude and frequency comparisons
between full NR (3, 2) mode and ‘‘NRþ QNM’’ (3, 2) mode
generated by attaching the QNMs to the inspiral-plunge numeri-
cal waveform. The ‘‘NRþ QNM’’ waveform is generated by
attaching the following set of eight QNMs (‘ ¼ 3, m ¼ 2, n ¼
0, 1; . . . ; 4) and (‘ ¼ 2, m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0, 1, 2). Note that the
amplitudes have been multiplied by a factor of 20, so that they
are more visible. The horizontal axis is the retarded time in the
numerical-relativity simulation.
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APPENDIX B: QUANTITIES ENTERING
THE EOB GRAVITATIONAL MODES

Following Ref. [30], we introduce the velocity parame-

ter, �v � ð�HrealÞ1=3. The explicit expressions of the func-
tion �‘m then read [26,30]

�22 ¼ 7

3
�v3 þ 428

105
� �v6 þ

�
1712

315
�2 � 2203

81

�
�v9

� 24�v5
�; (B1a)

�21 ¼ 2

3
�v3 þ 107

105
� �v6 þ

�
214

315
�2 � 272

81

�
�v9

� 493

42
�� v5

� þ �ð7Þ
21�v

7
�; (B1b)

�33 ¼ 13

10
�v3 þ 39

7
� �v6 þ

�
78

7
�2 � 227827

3000

�
�v9 � 80897

2430
�

� v5
� þ �ð7Þ

33�v
7
�; (B2a)

�32 ¼ 10þ 33�

15ð1� 3�Þ �v
3 þ 52

21
� �v6

þ
�
208

63
�2 � 9112

405

�
�v9; (B2b)

�31 ¼ 13

30
�v3 þ 13

21
� �v6 þ

�
26

63
�2 � 227827

81000

�
�v9

� 17�

10
v5
�; (B2c)

�44 ¼ 112þ 219�

120ð1� 3�Þ �v
3 þ 25136

3465
� �v6 þ �ð5Þ

44�v
5
�; (B3a)

�43 ¼ 486þ 4961�

810ð1� 2�Þ �v3 þ 1571

385
� �v6; (B3b)

�42 ¼ 7ð1þ 6�Þ
15ð1� 3�Þ �v

3 þ 6284

3465
� �v6; (B3c)

�41 ¼ 2þ 507�

10ð1� 2�Þ �v
3 þ 1571

3465
�v6; (B3d)

�55 ¼ 96875þ 857528�

131250ð1� 2�Þ �v3 þ �ð5Þ
55�v

5
�; (B4a)

�54 ¼ 8

15
�v3; (B4b)

�53 ¼ 31

70
�v3; (B4c)

�52 ¼ 4

15
�v3; (B4d)

�51 ¼ 31

210
�v3; (B4e)

�66 ¼ 43

70
�v3; (B5a)

�65 ¼ 10

21
�v3; (B5b)

�64 ¼ 43

105
�v3; (B5c)

�63 ¼ 2

7
�v3; (B5d)

�62 ¼ 43

210
�v3; (B5e)

�61 ¼ 2

21
�v3; (B5f)

�77 ¼ 19

36
�v3; (B6a)

�75 ¼ 95

252
�v3; (B6b)

�73 ¼ 19

84
�v3; (B6c)

�71 ¼ 19

252
�v3: (B6d)

Note that the 2.5PN and 3.5PN coefficients �ð5Þ
21 , �

ð7Þ
33 and

�ð7Þ
44 in Eqs. (B1b), (B2a), and (B3a) are not known in PN

theory. They are determined by calibrating the EOB to
numerical-relativity waveforms. Their explicit expressions
for these parameters are given by Eq. (39).
The following quantities enter the Newtonian modes in

Eq. (16)

nð0Þ‘m ¼ ðimÞ‘ 8�

ð2‘þ 1Þ!!

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð‘þ 1Þð‘þ 2Þ

‘ð‘� 1Þ

s
; (B7a)

nð1Þ‘m ¼ �ðimÞ‘ 16�i

ð2‘þ 1Þ!!

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2‘þ 1Þð‘þ 2Þð‘2 �m2Þ
ð2‘� 1Þð‘þ 1Þ‘ð‘� 1Þ

s
;

(B7b)

and

c‘þ�ð�Þ ¼
�
1

2
� 1

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4�

p �
‘þ��1

þ ð�1Þ‘þ�

�
1

2
þ 1

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4�

p �
‘þ��1

: (B8)

The odd-parity modes �L
‘m and even-parity modes �‘m

read [26,30]
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42336
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�44¼1þ2625�2�5870�þ1614
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�55 ¼ 1þ 512�2 � 1298�þ 487
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�; (B14b)

�75 ¼ 1þ 804�3 � 3523�2 þ 3382�� 762
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�; (B14c)
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74 ¼ 1þ 41076�4 � 217959�3 þ 298872�2 � 131805�þ 17756

14994ð7�3 � 14�2 þ 7�� 1Þ v2
�; (B14d)

�73 ¼ 1þ 420�3 � 2563�2 þ 2806�� 666

714ð3�2 � 4�þ 1Þ v2
�; (B14e)
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72 ¼ 1þ 32760�4 � 190239�3 þ 273924�2 � 123489�þ 16832
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�71 ¼ 1þ 228�3 � 2083�2 þ 2518�� 618

714ð3�2 � 4�þ 1Þ v2
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Here we use eulerlogmðv2
�Þ ¼ �E þ log2þ logmþ 1=2 logv2

�, with �E being the Euler constant. Note that the 3PN

coefficients �ð6Þ
21 , �

ð6Þ
33 and �ð6Þ

44 in Eqs. (B9b), (B10a), and (B11a) are not known in PN theory. They are determined by

calibrating the EOB to numerical-relativity waveforms. The calibrated expressions are given by Eq. (38).
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